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Introduction

Aoyama Gakuin University, established in 1949 has a long tradition founded by American missionaries and we celebrated the 140 years of history last year. We provide a quality education and extensive opportunities for research accordance with its educational policy based on the Christian faith.

Aoyama Gakuin University consists of two campuses. – Aoyama Campus and Sagamihara Campus. Aoyama Campus is located in the heart of Tokyo which is the forefront area of Fashion & Culture. Sagamihara Campus is located in Sagamihara City in Kanagawa Prefecture. It is a short train ride away from the center of Tokyo and proud of its beautiful landscapes and cutting-edge facilities. We offer varieties of courses in undergraduate and graduate schools where about 20,000 Japanese and international students study.

Major activities

In 2014, the Science Collaboration Program of Intern students from Thailand and AGU students was adopted a support program by the Japan Science and Technology Agency, which is a government based organization.

Thai students were able to conduct research with Japanese students in laboratories of their area of specialty under the instruction of professors. They learned about cutting edge technology from visiting various facilities and museums and also Japanese tradition and culture by visiting famous tourist destinations.

This opportunities did not just promote research collaboration and student exchange, but deepen the relationship between Thailand and Japan.

New School “School of Global Studies & Collaboration” launched in Sagamihara Campus in 2015! Our motto is “Promoting Learning beyond Boundaries, Collaboration beyond Differences” This new school strengthens the relationship and partnership with Asian universities including universities in Thailand. Our “Japan Study Program” offers opportunities to explore the many facets of Japan in English.